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General Terms & Conditions
Article 1: Scope
1.1 These general terms and conditions (hereinafter: the general conditions) govern all online orders of the customer
of Zeuke TT.
1.2 By placing an order, the customer agrees to be bound by the general conditions.
Article 2. Offers
2.1 Products from the webstore are supplied by Zeuke-TT, registered office address is at Elzenlaan 14, 9422 ES
Smilde. VAT number NL001176236B44 (hereinafter "Zeuke-TT").
2.2 Your submission of an order represents an offer to purchase the products indicated by you and it is not binding
on Zeuke-TT until we have notified you that an order is accepted. All advertisements and communications made by
Zeuke-TT until your order is accepted by us are invitations to treat only and are not offers. This means that if
products are shown on the site but are not available or are incorrectly priced or otherwise incorrectly described,
Zeuke-TT shall not be obliged to sell you those products.
Article 3. Payments
3.1 The customer may pay either by banktransfer or with creditcard through Paypal.
3.2 All payments must be made up front in accordance with the instructions given on the pages of the webstore.
Article 4. Shipping
4.1 Netherlands and Europe
Currently the webstore provides for orders shipped within The Netherlands and Europe. The shipping cost are
calculated when you place your order.
4.2 Rest of the World
If you wish to order from outside Europe, please send an email to info@zeuke-tt.com indicating the item you are
interested in and the country you are located in. We will reply as quickly as possible with the shipping rates.
Article 5. Delivery
5.1 When an order is confirmed by email to the customer the email will indicate a delivery date. Orders that can be
filled straight from the stock usually take 5 days for Europe. Shipment will generally be realized through GLS
Netherlands.
5.2 The delivery period stated by Zeuke-TT merely serves as an indication, and cannot consequently be considered
as a strict delivery period.
Zeuke-TT will inform the customer as soon as is possible in writing, by email or by telephone if the order cannot be
delivered within the period stated
5.3 If the product cannot be delivered immediately from stock, Zeuke-TT will inform customer.
Article 6. Return policy
6.1 All returns, whichever the reason for it, must be applied for within 14 days after receiving in order to obtain a
refund. Items will be refunded providing that the item is returned in the same condition as delivered with the original
packaging intact. If you wish to return all or part of your purchase you will need to send an email to info@zeukett.com stating which products you will be returning. Return the products to:
Zeuke-TT
Elzenlaan 14
9422 ES Smilde
The Netherlands
6.2 You will take due care to ensure the items are returned in good condition and not damaged or lost in transit. We
recommend sending by registered post and that proof of posting is retained.
6.3 Refunds are issued approximately two weeks after receipt of products to allow for inspection. We will not make
refunds to a third party.
We will contact you in the event that we decide to reject your return request.
6.4 Post and package costs are not refundable unless the item is faulty. Zeuke-TT is not responsible for return
postage or packages that do not reach us .
Article 7 Price and Product Information
7.1 Zeuke-TT has taken great care to ensure prices are accurate. Prices may change over time, The correct prices
will be applied when you select an item from the shopping list and add it to your current basket.
7.2 Please note all prices on Zeuke-TT.com are in Euro's ((EUR €).
7.3 We strongly advise customers outside the Netherlands to check currency exchange rates between EUR € and the
local currency before placing an order.
7.4 Product measurements given are approximate.
7.5 While every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of colour reproduction, colours may very depending on the
settings of your monitor, software, or printer.
Article 8: Privacy
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8.1 In placing an order, the customer grants Zeuke-TT the right to use its personal details where necessary. These
details will be kept only insofar as necessary to achieve the goals for which the details are obtained and processed
by Zeuke-TT, i.e. for performance of the contract, for marketing purposes and for maintaining contact with the
customer.
8.2 The personal details supplied by a customer will not be passed to any third party for commercial purposes
without the customer's express consent. The customer is entitled to inspect and amend these personal details.
Article 9 Intellectual property right and right to use
9.1 You acknowledge and agree that all copyright, trademarks and all other intellectual property rights in all material
or content supplied as part of the webstore shall remain at all times vested in Zeuke-TT or our licensors. You are
permitted to use this material only as expressly authorised by us or our licensors.
9.2. You acknowledge and agree that the material and content contained within the webstore is made available for
your personal non-commercial use only and that you may download such material and content onto only one
computer hard drive for such purpose. Any other use of the material and content of the Webstore is strictly
prohibited. You agree not to (and agree not to assist or facilitate any third party to) copy, reproduce, transmit,
publish, display, distribute, commercially exploit or create derivative works of such material and content.
Article 10 Liability
10.1 In spite of the fact that Zeuke-TT is very careful with respect to the correct and clear statement of prices, offers,
and the proper description, requirements and quality of the products displayed on the webstore, Zeuke-TT cannot be
held liable for any possible errors, inaccuracies or inadequacies on its webstore and/or in its confirmation emails.
Zeuke-TT reserves the right to correct these errors, inaccuracies or inadequacies at all times.
10.2 Zeuke-TT is not liable for any damages that may be incurred on the part of the customer due to the delay,
incompleteness or omissions of orders – such as due to a (temporary) technical problem affecting the Zeuke-TT
Webstore, or between Zeuke-TT and third parties, including the electronic payment system – unless and insofar as
there is a case of intentional act of gross negligence on the part of Zeuke-TT.
10.3 In any event, the Zeuke-TT's liability for damages is at all times limited to no more than the purchase sum and
any shipping costs that may be paid. Zeuke-TT is under no circumstances liable for any consequential losses, losses
due to delays, loss of profits or loss of sales incurred on the part of the customer.
Article 11 Governing Law
All contracts to which these general terms and conditions are subject, shall be interpreted according to Dutch law.
Zeuke-TT
Elzenlaan 14
9422 ES Smilde
Email address: info@zeuke-tt.com, CoC number: 58016511
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